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O’Leary and Lauda shaking up the
German and Austrian holiday market
Michael O’Leary and Niki Lauda are undoubtedly two of the
most outspoken airline CEOs in Europe. After some
extraordinary and last minute negotiating the Austrian
managed to acquire the bits of airberlin/NIKI that EU regulators
were not keen for Lufthansa/Eurowings to get. The airline he
created, Laudamotion, is now working closely with Ryanair to
establish bases in Berlin TXL, Palma de Mallorca and Vienna.
Ryanair has already acquired 25% of Laudamotion, is seeking to
acquire a further 50% and would appear to be planning a full
takeover at some point in the future. But what does all this
mean for the Austrian and German markets (and Palma de
Mallorca)?
Ryanair and Laudamotion sharing German capacity to Palma
For many years Palma de Mallorca was a major cornerstone of
airberlin’s operations. As recently as 2016 it was the third
biggest airport for airberlin’s operations after Düsseldorf and

Last summer airberlin/NIKI served Palma from 14 German
airports. Of those, just three are not served by Laudamotion in
S18; Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden, Leipzig and Saarbrücken.
However, Ryanair serves the first of these, while Condor,
Eurowings and TUI fly Deutschland between them serve the
other two airports. Laudamotion and Ryanair now both provide
flights to Palma from seven German airports.
Almost 300 flights per week to Palma from Germany
Using the Ryanair/Laudamotion on-line booking tool it seems
that Düsseldorf is best served by the two carriers with a total of
35 weekly flights in the period 5-11 June. This just edges out
Cologne Bonn (34), Frankfurt (32) and Stuttgart (31). Out of the
287 departures operated by the two carriers from German
airports to Palma during this week, 114 were with Ryanair and
173 were marketed as Laudamotion flights, though from some
airports capacity is being flown by Ryanair’s 737-800s.

Welcome

In this issue we take a closer look at
what Ryanair and its new partner
Laudamotion are up to in Berlin TXL,
Palma de Mallorca and Vienna. We
look at what competition the carriers
face and what comes next in Vienna.
There is also analysis of TAP Portugal
and its network, plus a related look at
the European market to Brazil. We also
take a look at the impressive growth
seen in Athens over the last four years.
Plus extensive new route news and
analysis, updated airport traffic stats
from airports in 14 countries and six
country snapshots; Germany, Greece, Berlin TXL. Even in 2017 it ranked third for seats and capacity
when combining the operations of airberlin and NIKI. Aena
Russia, Spain, Sweden and Turkey.

statistics show, that even though airberlin’s flights ended in
Ralph Anker October, airberlin Group (airberlin plus NIKI) accounted for 3.97
million passengers at Palma de Mallorca in 2017, only just
ralph@anker-report.com beaten by Ryanair with 4.09 million. In 2016 airberlin Group
was easily the biggest airline with 5.15 million passengers to
Ryanair’s 3.71 million.
Needless to say, Laudamotion has not abandoned Palma. It has
launched flights to the Spanish airport from one airport in
Switzerland (Basel), five in Austria (Graz, Innsbruck, Linz,
Salzburg and Vienna) and 11 in Germany. Last summer Ryanair
served Palma from 10 German airports. This summer that has
increased to 14 with new routes to Berlin TXL, Düsseldorf,
Nuremberg and Stuttgart.
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Vienna to become major base in W18/19
Being an Austrian carrier, Laudamotion was always going to be
keen on having a significant presence in Vienna. For the
remainder of the summer season the network comprises a
relatively modest nine routes with Palma de Mallorca allocated
half of the total of the 32 weekly frequencies being offered. The
other eight routes, served with between one and three flights
per week are Brindisi and Pisa in Italy; Ibiza and Malaga in
Spain; Chania, Kalamata and Santorini in Greece; and Pafos in
Cyprus.
However, at the end of October, at the start of the W18/19
season, Laudamotion plans to launch 20 new routes from
Vienna using its own aircraft. London STN will be served 2-daily,
while there will also be daily service
to Barcelona, Bucharest, Dublin, continues on page 12
Madrid, Milan BGY and Rome FCO.
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TAP Portugal pax up 22% in 2017; #1 to Brazil; four new Porto routes
Last year TAP Portugal carried almost 14.3 million
passengers, an increase of almost 22% compared with
2016. The Portuguese flag-carrier grew its traffic in all
geographic segments including Europe (+22%), North
America (+55%, thanks to launch of Boston and New
York JFK routes in mid-2016), Brazil (+14%) and Africa
(+29%). According to FlightGlobal schedules data for
2017, TAP Portugal accounts for around 52% of seat
capacity in Lisbon, well ahead of Ryanair (10%) and
easyJet (8%). In Porto, TAP had around 20% of seat
capacity last year, well behind Ryanair (36%) but ahead
of easyJet (14%).
Lisbon network capacity up 10% in S18
This summer TAP is offering non-stop service to over 80
destinations from Lisbon (including six domestic) and 20
destinations from Porto. After network cuts in 2015 and
2016, 2017 saw the airline bounce back and add (or
resume) service to Abidjan (Ivory Coast), Alicante,
Cologne Bonn, Fez, London LCY, Lomé, Gran Canaria,
Stuttgart and Toronto. The only new route planned for
2018 from Lisbon is to Florence, which began on Sunday
10 June.
According to FlightGlobal schedules data, the airline’s
capacity from Lisbon is set to grow by just under 10%
this summer, with Fez, Florence and London LCY the
three new routes for S18. Conversely, Algiers is no
longer served by TAP this summer.
#1 carrier to Brazil from Europe
TAP serves 10 destinations in Brazil non-stop from Lisbon
and two from Porto. In terms of weekly ASKs (Available
Seat Kilometres) its five biggest routes are all to Brazil,
while two further Brazilian routes make the top 12.
TAP’s share of seat capacity on routes between Europe
and Brazil is 27%, significantly ahead of LATAM Airlines
which has 20% spread across seven routes to Europe all
from Sao Paulo GRU.
Porto gets four new routes; seats up 24%
TAP is growing much faster from its second base at
Porto. Here, summer capacity is up 24% compared with
S17, mostly thanks to the addition of four new routes to
Barcelona, London LCY, Milan MXP and Ponta Delgada,
all of which launched at the beginning of the S18 season.
Spain now leading international country market
Analysis of TAP’s international seat capacity shows that
Spain and Brazil have both overtaken last year’s leading
country market, France. With 11 routes from Lisbon and
two from Porto, the Spanish market’s 12% growth is
mostly driven by the new route from Porto to Barcelona,
which competes head-to-head with Ryanair and Vueling.
The 13% growth in the Brazilian market is down to
increased capacity on several routes, notably to Sao
Paulo and Recife.

Europe-Brazil capacity up again in 2018 after two years of decline
Problems with the Brazilian economy resulted in
capacity cuts on routes to and from Europe in both 2016
and 2017. This was despite hosting the 2016 Summer
Olympic Games. However, 2018 looks like seeing a
recovery with scheduled seat capacity set to grow by
around 15%.
TAP Portugal is leading carrier ahead of LATAM
TAP Portugal is the leading airline in the market and is
growing its capacity by 14% across the whole of 2018.
LATAM Airlines is the next biggest carrier followed by Air
France, KLM and Alitalia. Of these Alitalia is the fastestgrowing in 2018 with seat capacity up 50%, thanks to
additional frequencies on both its Rio de Janeiro and Sao
Paulo routes.
Lisbon offers most seat capacity among European
airports to Brazil, followed by Madrid, Paris CDG,
Frankfurt, London LHR and Rome FCO. Paris ORY will
become the 14th European airport to have non-stop
service to Brazil when Aigle Azur launches its flights to
Sao Paulo Viracopos on 5 July.
In Brazil a total of 11 airports offer non-stop flights to
Europe with Sao Paulo GRU accounting for almost 60%
of seat capacity and Rio de Janeiro a further 20%. All
airports are registering capacity growth on their
European routes in 2018 compared with 2017.
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Germany: Still adjusting to a post-airberlin world,
Germany’s airports reported only marginal growth in
April, not helped by Easter being brought forward.
However, four of the top 12 airports reported passenger
growth of 6%, while easyJet is by far the fastest-growing
airline among the top 12 airlines in Germany.
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Greece: Athens reported impressive 13% growth in April
as Greek airports as a whole saw passenger numbers
rise by 7%, compared with almost 11% in March. Local
carriers Ellinair and Sky Express reported major growth
compared with 12 months ago, while Ryanair’s growth
was mostly from Corfu and Thessaloniki.
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Sweden: Passenger growth of 3% in April compared with
4% in March. While passenger numbers were up just 3%,
analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data indicates that
capacity was up almost 9% which seems curious. Sadly,
regional operator NextJet ceased operations on 16 May,
which will impact Swedish growth this summer.
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Athens Airport sees traffic grow 70% in just four years as Aegean/
Olympic network passes 100 destinations; Wizz Air returns in S18
Greece’s economic issues took their toll on air travel
demand at Athens Airport between 2007 and 2013.
During that period passenger numbers fell from 16.5
million to 12.5 million. However, in the last four years
the airport has seen a stunning recovery, with over 21.7
million passengers passing through the airport last year,
over 70% more than in 2013. Domestic traffic and
international traffic have both grown by similar amounts.
Aegean Group now serves over 100 destinations
The airport is helped by having as its home carrier Star
Alliance member Aegean Airlines and its regional/
domestic subsidiary Olympic Air. Despite the economic
challenges faced, the carrier has been financially stable
and has grown its network from around 50 destinations
in 2013 to well over 100 in 2018. The airline continues to
focus on short- and medium-haul routes and has so far
resisted the temptation to venture into the long-haul
market.
New routes already started in 2018 include Basel,
Bologna, Porto, Turin, Zadar and Zagreb with ClujNapoca, Genoa, Lamezia Terme, Malaga, Palermo and
Verona set to launch soon.
Ryanair’s growing network but offering fewer seats
Ryanair began operations at Athens on 1 April 2014 with
the launch of six routes, all served at least daily. In fact,
the domestic route to Thessaloniki was served with up to
6-daily flights, a rarity for Ryanair. By the following
summer the number of destinations served (and weekly
flights) had doubled and there was further growth the
following year. In S16 Ryanair was serving 19
destinations and operating almost 200 departures per
week.
However, in S17 frequency was cut considerably on the
Thessaloniki route and Corfu and Pafos became the first
route droppings. As a result, Ryanair’s capacity in Athens
fell by 17%. In S18 the number of routes has reached
record levels with the addition of 12 new destinations
(Billund, Eindhoven, Gdansk, Heraklion, Karlsruhe/Baden
-Baden, Krakow, Lappeenranta, Lodz, Memmingen,
Rzeszow, Vilnius and Wroclaw), but the number of flights
(and seats offered) has fallen by 6% because of major
cuts on domestic flights to Chania and Rhodes. However,
the significant increase in average sector length means
that ASKs have increased by 14% and Ryanair has based
a fifth aircraft at the airport.
Germania and Scoot arrived in 2017
Last year saw the arrival of Scoot operations from
Singapore. This route is Athens’s longest sector, beating
the North American routes to Toronto (Air Canada and
Air Transat), Philadelphia (American Airlines), New York
EWR (Emirates and United Airlines), New York JFK (Delta
Air Lines) and Montreal (Air Canada and Air Transat).
Germania was another new carrier in 2017, launching
flights from Bremen and Nuremberg. Closer to home, Air
Mediterranean began service to several destinations
using a couple of 737s, but the company abandoned
these in early 2018.
Wizz Air back and serving nine routes in S18
Wizz Air has returned to Athens this summer after an
absence of over 10 years. The Greek capital was served
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from Budapest and Katowice in the summer of 2004
though both routes had been abandoned by the end of
2007. Now, the ULCC has returned and started no fewer
than nine routes from Athens. Budapest and Katowice
services have been resumed and joined by flights to
Bucharest, Chisinau, Cluj-Napoca, Kutaisi, London LTN,
Sofia and Vilnius. In total Wizz Air will be operating 36
departing flights per week from Athens in August.
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Also new for 2018 is Cyprus Airways (from Larnaka),
Primera Air (from Aalborg, Billund and Copenhagen) and
flynas, which is set to begin service from Riyadh later this
month. easyJet will start a Basel route on 1 August while
Sky Express adds two new domestic routes in mid-July.
For W18/19 Ryanair has already announced new routes
to Aqaba, Catania, Eindhoven, Marrakech and Palermo
while Heraklion service starts on 15 June.
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Spain: The earlier timing of Easter reduced Spain’s
growth from an above average 11% in March to just 3%
in April. Despite this, Valencia and Seville both reported
double-digit growth, while the top nine airlines all grew,
partly to compensate for the demise of airberlin/NIKI
and Monarch since last April.
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Russia: With the FIFA World Cup starting next weekend
Russia’s airports reported capacity growth of almost
13% in May, with two of Moscow’s three main airports
showing above average growth. The top six airlines are
all local with Aeroflot’s in-house LCC Pobeda showing
the biggest capacity growth compared with last May.
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Turkey: Airport statistics for May show passenger
numbers up 7.5% in Turkey following 15% growth in
April. Turkey’s two biggest airlines also reported similar
capacity growth of around 8%. Antalya’s 34% growth
and Thomas Cook Airlines’s 71% capacity growth further
confirms the upturn in tourism to Turkey this summer.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Aegean Airlines has added three more destinations to its
Athens network during the last fortnight; Porto (2weekly from 6 June), Turin (2-weekly from 8 June) and
Zadar (2-weekly from 26 May). None of the routes faces
direct competition this summer. While the Italian and
Portuguese routes will be flown using the airline’s A320
fleet, the Croatian service will be operated by Olympic
Air using its Q400s. This summer Aegean Airlines will
serve four destinations in Croatia from Athens, 13 in
Italy and two in Portugal.

operated under the Rouge brand using 767s. In total, Air
Canada will offer 8% more seats to Europe in S18
compared with S17 across 54 routes, up from 47 in S17.
Although nine new routes have been added, two have
been dropped; Toronto and Vancouver to London LGW.
In terms of routes, Toronto leads the way with 27,
followed by Montreal (16), Vancouver (five), Calgary
and Ottawa (two each), and Halifax and St. John’s (one
each).

airBaltic now serves three destinations in France. On 3
June the Latvian carrier began 2-weekly service
(Thursdays and Sundays) from Riga to Bordeaux using its
737-500s. The airline already serves Paris CDG (12weekly) and Nice (up to 4-weekly) from its Riga base,
while also serving Paris CDG non-stop from Tallinn (3weekly) and Vilnius (4-weekly). airBaltic faces no direct
competition on any of these routes.

New carrier Air Belgium (IATA code KF, previously used
by Blue1) has begun flying between Brussels CRL and
Hong Kong using A340-300s. The first flight was on 3
June. Initially, service will be 2-weekly according to the
airline’s on-line booking tool with flights departing
Belgium every Sunday and Wednesday. Return fares are
from €449 including all taxes. The airline’s two aircraft
both previously flew for Finnair. Cathay Pacific Airways
currently connects Hong Kong and Brussels BRU with 4weekly flights, a route it launched at the start of the S18
season.

Air Canada and its lower cost brand Air Canada Rouge
have between them launched eight new routes to
Europe in early June; four from Toronto, and two each
from Montreal and Vancouver. The new routes from
Toronto are to Bucharest (2-weekly), Porto (4-weekly
versus Air Transat), Shannon (4-weekly) and Zagreb (4weekly versus Air Transat); from Montreal to Bucharest
(2-weekly) and Dublin (4-weekly versus Air Transat); and
from Vancouver to Paris CDG (4-weekly versus Air
France and Air Transat) and Zurich (3-weekly). A final
new transatlantic route linking Montreal and Lisbon
begins on 15 June. The two Irish routes will be operated
by the airline’s new 737 MAX 8s, the two Vancouver
routes will use 787s with the remaining routes all

Air China has joined fellow Star Alliance member SAS in
connecting Beijing with Copenhagen. The Chinese
carrier began 4-weekly service on the 7,200-kilometre
route on 30 May using its A330-200s. SAS operates the
route daily. Air China now serves 18 destinations in
Europe non-stop from Beijing. Apart from the new
service to Copenhagen, it now also serves Athens and
Barcelona with non-stop flights. Last summer these
destinations were served via Munich and Vienna
respectively.

American Airlines has responded to the invasion of its
Dallas/Fort Worth hub by not one, but two Icelandic
carriers, by launching its own service to Reykjavik KEF.
On 7 June the oneworld carrier began a daily, seasonal
service using 757s. WOW air began its 3-weekly service
on 23 May while Icelandair commenced a 4-weekly
service on 30 May. For American Airlines this is one of
five new transatlantic routes launched this summer, the
others being Philadelphia to Budapest, Prague and
Zurich, as well as Chicago ORD to Venice VCE. However,
it has dropped three routes; Boston to Paris CDG, and
New York JFK to Manchester and Zurich.

Air France added no fewer than three new destinations
to its European network from Paris CDG on 26 May.
Bergen will be served with the airline’s own A319s, while
Cork and Wroclaw will both be operated on Air France’s
behalf by HOP! using its E170 fleet. All three routes will
be flown daily. Direct competition comes from Aer
Lingus on the Cork route, while Norwegian connects
Bergen 2-weekly with Paris ORY and Ryanair links
Wroclaw with Paris BVA 3-weekly.

Air Italy has ventured into the US market with the
introduction of flights from Milan MXP to New York JFK
(daily from 1 June) and Miami (4-weekly from 8 June).
Both routes are already served daily by American
Airlines, with Alitalia, Delta Air Lines and Emirates all
offering additional daily flights on the JFK route, while
United Airlines also offers daily service to Newark. Air
Italy is using A330-200s on the route provided by its
shareholder Qatar Airways. Additional new, long-haul
flights to Asia are set to launch in September (to
Bangkok) and October (to Mumbai).
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Blue Air will be competing against both easyJet and
Ryanair on its two newest routes from Liverpool. The
Romanian carrier has begun 2-weekly flights to both
Malaga (from 5 June) and Palma de Mallorca (from 2
June). Blue Air ranks as Liverpool’s third biggest
scheduled carrier in S18 with around 4.4% of the seat
capacity, well behind easyJet (48%) and Ryanair (40%)
but ahead of Flybe and Wizz Air. Blue Air serves eight
destinations from Liverpool, the others being Alicante,
Bacau, Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca, Milan BGY and Rome
FCO. Routes to Hamburg and Larnaka which operated in
S17 have not reappeared in S18. The Hamburg service
only lasted just over two months last year.
Having acquired many of the airline’s slots at the airport,
British Airways has launched three routes from London
LGW flown last summer by now-defunct Monarch
Airlines. At the end of May, the UK flag-carrier began
service to Gibraltar (5-weekly), Menorca (up to 5weekly) and Palma de Mallorca (up to 10-weekly). All
three routes were previously served by British Airways
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and all are currently served by easyJet. In addition, TUI
Airways and Thomas Cook Airlines also serve the two
Spanish routes, while Norwegian also operates on the
Palma de Mallorca route. British Airways will be
operating to some 60 destinations from Gatwick in S18.
Apart from these three new routes it has also added
service to Las Vegas and Toronto.
British Airways also launched a new route from London
LHR to Figari on the island of Corsica on 27 May.
Operated weekly (every Sunday until 8 October) by the
airline’s A319 fleet, the route faces no direct competition
though easyJet (2-weekly from Gatwick) and Air Corsica
(weekly from Stansted) provide indirect competition
from other London airports.
Cathay Pacific Airways chose Saturday 2 June as the
launch date for its latest new route to Europe. Dublin
joins Brussels and Copenhagen as new destinations this
summer for the Hong Kong based carrier. The new
Dublin service will operate 4-weekly (Mondays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays) using the
oneworld carrier’s new A350-900s. Cathay Pacific now
serves 14 destinations in Europe, two more than in S17,
having dropped service to Düsseldorf.

China Southern Airlines has become the first carrier to
operate non-stop flights from Wuhan to London. On 30
May, the SkyTeam carrier began 3-weekly service on the
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8,900-kilometre route to Heathrow using its A330-200s.
Wuhan is China’s 16th busiest airport handling 23.1
million passengers in 2017. China Southern also serves
Moscow SVO and Rome FCO from Wuhan with 3-weekly
flights, while Air France links Paris CDG with Wuhan 4weekly. From Heathrow, China Southern also operates
daily flights to Guangzhou and will add 2-weekly service
to Sanya from 12 July.
Cobalt continues to expand operations from Larnaka
with the introduction on 3 June of a new 2-weekly
service to Mykonos in Greece. The 800-kilometre sector
will be flown every Thursday and Sunday until the end of
September. Olympic Air already flies the route 2-weekly
using A320s operated by parent company Aegean
Airlines. This brings to 21 the number of destinations
served by Cobalt from Larnaka in S18.
Cyprus Airways is also expanding its network from
Larnaka with the addition of three new routes in the
space of a week. Prague (1 June), Verona (27 May) and
Zurich (26 May) will all be served 2-weekly this summer
using the airline’s A319s. While Cyprus Airways faces no
competition on the Verona route, SmartWings operates
3-weekly on the Prague route, while Edelweiss Air (8weekly), Cobalt and Germania Flug (both 2-weekly)
serve the Zurich market. This brings to nine the number
of destinations served by Cyprus Airways from Larnaka
in S18.

easyJet has added two new routes from its Basel base.
On 8 June the LCC began serving Lamezia Terme (2-
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weekly) and Vienna (6-weekly). The Italian route faces
no competition, but the 680-kilometre Vienna route is
already served by Austrian Airlines (13-weekly) and
SkyWork Airlines (6-weekly). By the end of this summer,
easyJet will be serving 61 destinations from Basel, eight
more than last summer. easyJet accounts for around
60% of scheduled seat capacity at Basel in S18 and has
increased its capacity by around 8% compared with S17,
making it the airline’s seventh biggest base in S18.
The easyJet base in Berlin TXL continues to grow. Four
new routes were added in early June; Alicante (5weekly) and Cologne-Bonn (up to 26-weekly) on 1 June,
Jerez (2-weekly from 2 June) and Bari (3-weekly) from 3
June. Cologne Bonn returns to the easyJet network
having last been served from London LGW in March
2016. Competition on the domestic route comes from
Eurowings which offers up to 13-daily flights. Jerez is a
totally new destination for easyJet. Located in Andalusia
in south-western Spain, Jerez is famous for its sherry and
its racetrack, which hosts MotoGP races (on 6 May this
year) and has hosted the F1 Grand Prix in the past. The
airport handled just over one million passengers in 2018.

The easyJet base in Bristol welcomed two new routes on
2 June. Services to Genoa and Seville were both
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launched on that day. Both destinations will be served 2weekly (Tuesdays and Saturdays) and neither faces
competition. By the end of this summer easyJet will be
serving 58 destinations from Bristol, three more than
last summer. Apart from these two new routes easyJet
added year-round services to Athens and Stockholm
ARN at the start of W17/18 but dropped service to
Marrakech. easyJet accounts for around 54% of
scheduled seat capacity at Bristol in S18 and has
increased its capacity by around 9% compared with S17
and is the airline’s ninth biggest base in S18.
The easyJet base in Milan MXP (its second biggest after
London LGW) celebrated the addition of two more
routes recently. Flights to Vienna (31 May) and Faro (1
June) bring the airline’s network from Milan MXP to 62
destinations this summer. The Faro service faces no
competition and will operate 2-weekly. The Vienna
service starts daily but will be flown just 2-weekly
(Wednesdays and Sundays) during July and August
before reverting to a daily service from September
onwards. Austrian Airlines offers up to 6-daily flights on
the route. Since last summer easyJet has also added new
routes to Berlin TXL (1 March) and Lublin (29 October
2017) and will launch Pula flights from 25 June.
However, the LCC no longer offers flights from Malpensa
to Hamburg, Lille and Rome FCO which all operated in
S17. easyJet accounts for around 29% of scheduled seat
capacity at Milan MXP in S18 and has increased its
capacity by around 6% compared with S17. Ryanair is
the second biggest carrier at Malpensa and has
increased capacity this summer by 49%.
Edelweiss Air on 3 June began 2-weekly (Mondays and
Fridays) service from Zurich to Denver using its A330300s. The airline, which is fully-owned by SWISS, also
serves Las Vegas, Orlando MCO, San Diego and Tampa
this summer. Edelweiss is the second European carrier
to launch flights to Denver this summer after Norwegian
(from London LGW and Paris CDG). British Airways,
Icelandair and Lufthansa also serve Denver from their
hubs, while United Airlines also offers a daily service
from its Colorado base to London LHR.

Emirates launched not one but two new routes to
Europe recently, though one of the routes was really a
resumption. On 8 June the Dubai-based carrier returned
to Istanbul SAW with a 5-weekly service, having last
connected the second airport serving Istanbul at the end
of July 2016. Competition comes from flydubai and
Pegasus Airlines (both with 8-weekly service) and
Turkish Airlines (daily). Emirates also serves Istanbul IST
with 11-weekly flights. Also on 8 June, Emirates began
serving its third London airport, when it commenced
daily service to London STN. It already serves Heathrow
6-daily and Gatwick 3-daily.

Ethiopian Airlines has tweaked its European operations
and added Geneva to its network. The Swiss city is now
served 3-weekly via Milan MXP using the Star Alliance
carrier’s 787-8s. Brussels (via Vienna) and Oslo (via
Stockholm) are the other European destinations only
served via an intermediate stop by the airline from Addis
Ababa. Other European destinations served non-stop are
Dublin, Frankfurt, London LHR, Madrid, Paris CDG and
Rome FCO.

At the end of May Jet2.com launched five new routes;
Birmingham to Bodrum (weekly, competing with
Thomas Cook Airlines), Birmingham to Dubrovnik (2weekly, competing with TUI Airways), Glasgow to
Thessaloniki (weekly), Leeds Bradford to La Rochelle
(weekly, last served in S14), and Manchester to Bergerac
(weekly, resumption from S14, replacing Flybe).
Finnair on 1 June resumed service from Helsinki to
Lisbon. The 3,400-kilometre route will initially be served
4-weekly, increasing to daily in August, before reverting
to 4-weekly in W18/19. Finnair last served the route in
S11. TAP Portugal already links these two capitals with
daily flights. Slightly closer to home, Finnair has also
launched a 2-weekly service on 9 June to Minsk in
Belarus. Operated by Nordic Regional’s E190s on
Tuesdays and Saturdays, the 735-kilometre route will
face competition from Belavia’s 3-weekly CRJ service.
Flybe now connects Southampton with Rodez in France.
The new service began on 4 June and will initially
operate 2-weekly (Mondays and Fridays) with an
additional Wednesday service starting on 18 July. Flights
will be operated by franchise partner Eastern Airways
with its Saab 2000s. Last summer Eastern Airways
operated the 780-kilometre route in its own name. Last
year Rodez, located in the Occitanie region of southern
France, handled just over 78,000 passengers (+12%
versus 2016) with traffic dominated by the airport’s link
to Paris ORY operated by Eastern Airways and then
Flybe. Ryanair serves Rodez from Brussels CRL and
Dublin during the summer season.
HOP! added four more connections between the French
mainland and airports in Corsica on 2 June. From Lyon it
began flights to Ajaccio and Bastia, from Strasbourg to
Bastia and from Toulouse to Figari. All routes are
already flown by a combination of Air Corsica, easyJet
and Volotea and will operate just during the summer
season until the end of September. HOP! will have
launched 14 new routes to Corsica by the end of June,
seven to Bastia, three to Ajaccio, and two each to Calvi
and Figari.
Iberia is once again linking Barcelona with Burgos in
northern Spain. From 1 June the Spanish flag-carrier is
operating 3-weekly on the 490-kilometre route which
was last served in May 2015 according to FlightGlobal
schedules data. Burgos, which opened a new terminal in
2008, has struggled to attract commercial services. Its
busiest year to date was 2011, when it handled 35,447
passengers according to Aena. Of those, half were on
flights to Barcelona. Last year fewer than 6,000 people
passed through the airport. Iberia’s network from
Barcelona is quite limited with just a few domestic
services. Apart from Burgos it also serves Badajoz, Leon,
Madrid and Valencia with regular flights during the
summer.
Icelandair is growing its US network still further. In the
last fortnight it has begun service from Reykjavik KEF to
Baltimore/Washington (4-weekly from 28 May), Dallas/
Fort Worth (4-weekly from 30 May) and San Francisco (4
-weekly from 1 June). Baltimore/Washington was last
served by the airline in January 2008 while San Francisco
services were offered in S05 and S06. All three routes are
already served by local rival WOW air, while American
Airlines has just begun a daily service on the Dallas/Fort
Worth route. This summer Icelandair serves 23
destinations in North America, 18 in the US and five in
Canada. Despite five new routes (Cleveland and Kansas
City were added recently as well) representing a 28%
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increase in destinations compared with S17, the airline’s
total seat capacity to North America in S18 is up only
14%.
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In partnership with Ryanair, Laudamotion has begun
offering flights from Berlin TXL. Between 1 June and 7
June the carrier launched 18 routes; eight in Spain, four
in Greece, three in Italy (Bari, Brindisi and Milan MXP),
two in Croatia (Pula and Rijeka) and one in Portugal
(Faro). The routes will be flown using the Irish ULCC’s
737-800s

Laudamotion has expanded operations from Palma de
Mallorca. Having launched flights there from three
German airports at the start of the S18 season, it has
now added flights from Berlin TXL, Cologne Bonn and
Hannover in Germany, as well as Graz, Innsbruck, Linz
and Salzburg in Austria.

Laudamotion began scheduled services from Vienna on
Friday 1 June. Nine routes were launched with a total of
32 weekly flights, of which half are to just one
destination, Palma de Mallorca. Chania and Pisa are
served 3-weekly; Ibiza, Malaga, Pafos and Santorini 2weekly, with Brindisi and Kalamata both served just
weekly. Only the Brindisi, Pafos and Pisa routes do not
face direct competition, with Austrian Airlines and/or
Eurowings already operating on the other six routes.
Vueling also operates on the Palma de Mallorca route.
LOT Polish Airlines continues to grow its Warsaw WAW
hub. The Star Alliance member’s newest three routes are
to Hannover (12-weekly from 4 June), Moscow DME
(daily from 3 June) and Skopje (6-weekly from 1 June).
None of these routes face direct competition and all will
be flown using a mix of the carrier’s Embraer E-jets.
Hannover, which was also served by LOT back in S08,
becomes the airline’s eighth destination in Germany.
LOT now flies 21-daily (on weekdays) to destinations in
Germany. LOT also serves Berlin TXL, Düsseldorf,
Frankfurt, Hamburg, Munich, Nuremberg and Stuttgart.
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Latest European route news
In the Russian market LOT serves Moscow SVO (2-daily),
St. Petersburg (8-weekly) and Kaliningrad (6-weekly).

with Dammam the only destination not previously
served. On 5 June Pegasus also began 3-weekly service
between Izmir and Amman. This becomes the airline’s
10th international route from Izmir.

Air has stopped operating its Newark service from
Birmingham and will not now start services on 23 June
to Toronto from Birmingham. The airline is blaming the
late delivery of additional A321neos.

Pobeda, the LCC owned by Aeroflot, has added new
routes to France and Georgia. On 26 May the carrier
began 2-weekly service from Rostov-on-Don to Batumi
in Georgia followed on 2 June by 2-weekly service from
Moscow VKO to Bordeaux. Neither route, flown by the
airline’s 737-800s, faces direct competition. For
Bordeaux this is the airport’s first scheduled service to
Russia.

Qatar Airways on 30 May began 4-weekly service from
Doha to Mykonos in Greece. The route will be flown
using the airline’s A320 fleet and is the airline’s third
destination in Greece after Athens and its recently
launched service to Thessaloniki. This new seasonal
route will operate until the end of September. Last year
Mykonos handled 1.21 million passengers, up almost
19% compared with 2016. The airport is now one of 14
Greek airports managed by Fraport Greece.

Oman Air launched daily flights from Muscat to Istanbul
IST on Friday 1 June using its 737-800s. The 3,350kilometre route is already served daily by Turkish
Airlines, also with 737-800s. Oman Air now serves eight
destinations in Europe, the others being Frankfurt,
London LHR, Manchester, Milan MXP, Munich, Paris
CDG and Zurich. All of these services are flown daily,
apart from Heathrow, which is flown 2-daily.

Primera Air launched its first transatlantic service to
Toronto on 2 June with the introduction of 3-weekly
service from London STN. The airline is using its new
A321neos on the 5,750-kilometre route which is not
served by any other carrier. Air Canada and British
Airways both have multiple-daily flights to Toronto from
London LHR, while Air Transat, British Airways and
WestJet all have flights from Gatwick. However, Primera

Royal Jordanian on 3 June added Copenhagen to its
European network with the launch of 3-weekly flights
from Amman using its A320-series aircraft. Competition
comes from Norwegian which launched the same 3,200kilometre route on 8 May with 2-weekly flights. Royal
Jordanian will serve 17 destinations in Europe this
summer.

Pegasus Airlines now serves Saudi Arabia with the
addition of daily flights from Istanbul SAW to Dammam
on 7 June. The route is already served by Turkish Airlines
(6-weekly). Turkish Airlines also offers 10-weekly from
Istanbul IST to Dammam. Pegasus serves some 60
international destinations from Istanbul SAW in S18,
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Latest European route news
Ryanair launched nine new routes from its Manchester
base in early June. Agadir (2-weekly), Almeria (2weekly), Cagliari (2-weekly), Palermo (2-weekly), Ponta
Delgada (weekly), Porto (3-weekly), Reus (2-weekly),
Rhodes (2-weekly) and Venice TSF (3-weekly) have all
joined the ULCC’s network from the UK’s busiest airport
outside of London. This summer Ryanair will serve 57
destinations from the airport, 11 more than last
summer. Apart from these nine new routes it has also
added flight to Belfast BFS, Cologne Bonn and Seville
while dropping just the one route to Paris BVA.
According to FlightGlobal schedules data Ryanair has
17% of seat capacity at Manchester this summer, making
it the airport’s leading airline ahead of easyJet (12%),
Thomas Cook Airlines (11%), Jet2.com (10%) and TUI
Airways (10%).
Another airport to see significant Ryanair expansion in
recent weeks was Palma de Mallorca. Between 1 June
and 7 June, the carrier added nine new routes to Berlin
TXL (6-weekly), Düsseldorf (daily), Luxembourg (2weekly), Nuremberg (4-weekly), Santander (weekly),
Strasbourg (2-weekly), Stuttgart (3-weekly), Valladolid
(weekly) and Zaragoza (3-weekly). All of these are served
by at least one other carrier. The most competitive of
these new routes are Düsseldorf (seven other carriers),
Stuttgart (five other carriers) and Berlin TXL (three other
carriers). As a result, Ryanair will this summer serve 56
destinations from Palma de Mallorca.

using the Star Alliance member’s 787-8s, the 9,400kilometre route is already operated daily by fellow Star
Alliance member SWISS. United already serves the Swiss
city from New York EWR and Washington IAD with daily
flights. From San Francisco, United also serves Frankfurt
and London LHR (both 2-daily), Munich and Paris CDG
(both daily).

Thomas Cook Airlines on 27 May began a 2-weekly
service linking Manchester and Seattle-Tacoma. The
service will operate for the rest of the summer and faces
no competition. The leisure airline already serves six
other US destinations from the UK airport; Boston, Las
Vegas, Los Angeles, New York JFK, Orlando and San
Francisco. Last summer it also served Miami, a
destination no longer served from Manchester.

In other Ryanair network developments, the airline
resumed service to Crotone in southern Italy from Milan
BGY (daily) and Pisa (3-weekly). Ryanair last served the
airport at the end of S16. Since then the airport has had
no commercial services. Apart from launching service to
Düsseldorf from Palma de Mallorca, Ryanair also
launched daily service to its newest German airport from
both Alicante and Malaga on 1 June.

SCAT Airlines of Kazakhstan launched a 2-weekly service
between Astana and Vilnius in Lithuania on 27 May. The
3,100-kilometre route is being flown by the airline’s 737300s and faces no direct competition. This is the airline’s
first route to an EU country. It currently serves four
destinations in Russia from Astana; Kazan, Krasnodar,
Mineralnye Vody and Sochi/Adler.`

VLM on 4 June began connecting Antwerp with Cologne
Bonn and Rostock (via Cologne Bonn). The service will
operate 5-weekly using the carrier’s trusty Fokker 50s.
The Cologne Bonn to Rostock link means that VLM is
now the 10th biggest carrier in the German domestic
market with a whopping 0.05% capacity share this
summer. VLM also launched a new 3-weekly (Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays) service between Antwerp and
Aberdeen on 4 June. On two of the three weekly flights
the return sector operates via Birmingham.

Transavia France has added three routes to its Nantes
base in early June. Catania (from 1 June), Casablanca
and Djerba (both from 9 June) will all be served 2-weekly
using the airline’s 737-800s. Djerba in Tunisia has
previously been served but not in S17. Transavia will
serve 17 destinations from Nantes in S18 (compared
with 12 in S17) with Agadir and Rome FCO also new for
this summer. Transavia has grown its capacity at Nantes
by 37% in S18 with the carrier now having 10% of the
market, behind easyJet (19%), HOP! (17%) and Volotea
(17%).
Ukraine International Airlines began service to Canada
on 6 June. Not since October 2012 has a carrier
connected Ukraine and Canada with non-stop flights.
Back then it was AeroSvit, before its collapse. Now
Ukraine International Airlines has begun 3-weekly
service between Kiev KBP and Toronto using 767s. At
just over 7,600 kilometres the new route becomes the
airline’s longest, just beating the only other destination it
serves in North America, New York JFK.

SUN-AIR began an 11-weekly domestic service between
Düsseldorf and Friedrichshafen on Monday 4 June. The
carrier, which operates the route in British Airways
colours, will use its Dornier 328 jets to serve the market.
The two airports were connected for many years by
InterSky before the carrier ceased operations in
November 2015. In 2016 the route was served for a few
months by VLM. Friedrichshafen has one other domestic
route. It is also connected to Frankfurt by Lufthansa with
up to 4-daily flights. Last year Friedrichshafen handled
just under 520,000 passengers, down 1.3% versus the
previous year. Back in 2008 the airport handled almost
650,000 passengers.
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Ural Airlines has joined Lufthansa in connecting Moscow
DME with Frankfurt. The Russian carrier began its new 5weekly service on 28 May, with the inaugural flight
arriving 13 minutes early in Frankfurt after its three-hour
flight, according to Flightradar24.com. Lufthansa
operates the route with 5-daily flights. Ural Airlines
began flights from St. Petersburg to Frankfurt on 25
March of this year, with this route also operating 5weekly.

Volotea launched 19 new routes between 26 May and 6
June, involving 25 airports in seven different countries.
Italy saw the most action with 13 airports getting new
routes and Verona welcoming the most new routes with
four. Pescara welcomes Volotea for the first time with a
2-weekly service to Catania. All routes will operate just
weekly or 2-weekly, with the exception of the new link
between Milan BGY and Olbia which will operate 3weekly. This is also one of only two routes already
served by another carrier, in this case Air Italy with daily
flights. The other route facing competition is the Verona
to Athens service which is already served by Aegean
Airlines. Of the 31 weekly flights these 19 new routes
generate, eight are on Thursdays, six on Saturdays, five
each on Mondays and Tuesdays, three on Wednesdays
and Sundays and just one on Fridays.

United Airlines selected Friday 7 June as the launch date
for its new San Francisco to Zurich route. Flown daily
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Latest European route news
Vueling has added three new routes from Palma de
Mallorca in the first few days of June. New services have
been added to Lisbon (2-weekly), Stuttgart (4-weekly)
and Vienna (4-weekly). The Stuttgart route will also be
flown by Eurowings (33-weekly), Condor (daily), easyJet
(4-weekly) and Ryanair (3-weekly) this summer, while
Laudamotion (16-weekly) and Eurowings (15-weekly)
offer alternatives on the Vienna route. With the demise

of airberlin/NIKI, the biggest airlines at Palma de
Mallorca this summer according to FlightGlobal
schedules data are Ryanair (16%), Eurowings (13%),
easyJet (10%) and Vueling (10%).
WestJet launched a daily service between Halifax in
Nova Scotia and Paris CDG on 31 May. The 4,900-

kilometre route is not served by any other carrier and
will be flown using the Canadian LCC’s 737 MAX 8s. This
is WestJet’s third European route from Halifax. It
launched Glasgow flights in May 2015 and London LGW
flights at the end of April this year. In total WestJet now
serves nine transatlantic routes with a total of 49 weekly
flights, 28 to London LGW, and seven each to Dublin,
Glasgow and Paris CDG.
Wizz Air began connecting its Cluj-Napoca base with
Vienna on 30 May. The service will operate 2-weekly for
the rest of the summer season but increase to 4-weekly
during W18/19. This summer Wizz Air is serving 34
destinations from the Romanian airport, one fewer than
in S17. While Vienna and Athens routes have been
added, routes to Bratislava, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden
and Stockholm NYO have been dropped. Overall
capacity remains virtually unchanged. Last year Wizz Air
accounted for 64% of scheduled seat capacity at ClujNapoca, which handled 2.7 million passengers in total,
making it Romania’s second busiest airport after
Bucharest with 12.8 million passengers.

Latest European airport traffic statistics
Data published here has been made public between 28 May and 8 June 2018.
Country

Sources: Individual airports, airport authorities, government statistics and ACI Europe. (YTD: Year to date)

Austria

April: Vienna pax +2.2% to 2.17m; Graz pax +3.6% to 81,300.
YTD (Apr): Vienna pax +5.2% to 7.03m; Graz pax +0.3% to 277k.
May: Innsbruck pax +0.9% to 47,399. YTD: pax -5.4% to 658k.

Bos. & Herz.

April: Tuzla pax +3.7% to 52,638. YTD: pax +33.5% to 172k.

Croatia

May: All airports pax +15.6% to 1.04m; Split pax +18.1% to 304k; Zagreb pax +11.8% to 301k; Dubrovnik pax +14.8% to 291k; Zadar pax +7.0% to 67,024; Pula pax
+27.9% to 61,539; Rijeka pax +68.0% to 17,476.
YTD (May): All airports pax +13.7% to 2.47m; Zagreb pax +11.2% to 1.14m; Split pax +16.4% to 546k; Dubrovnik pax +13.4% to 537k; Zadar pax +4.8% to 128k;
Pula pax +35.4% to 86,746; Rijeka pax +89.2% to 29,355.

Czech Rep.

April: Prague pax +6.9% to 1.32m. YTD: pax +10.7% to 4.38m.

France

April: Nice pax -1.2% to 1.16m; Lyon pax +7.2% to 974k; Marseille pax +3.2% to 814k; Bordeuax pax +9.4% to 583k; Paris BVA pax +1.5% to 332k; Lille pax +13.4%
to 176k; Ajaccio pax -1.3% to 131k; Strasbourg pax +6.6% to 104k; Brest pax -6.6% to 83,227; Rennes pax +20.2% to 71,502.
May: Nantes pax +15.0% to 610k, Strasbourg pax +7.5% to 118k.
YTD (Apr): Nice pax +6.1 to 3.58m; Lyon pax +7.9% to 3.31m; Marseille pax +4.7% to 2.69m; Bordeuax pax +5.2% to 1.81m; Paris BVA pax -1.1% to 1.13m; Lille
pax +14.1% to 532k; Strasbourg pax +13.2% to 340k; Brest pax +3.5% to 315k; Ajaccio pax +3.3% to 308k; Rennes pax +10.5% to 223k.
YTD (May): Nantes pax +14.3% to 2.22m, Strasbourg pax +11.7% to 459k.

Georgia

April: All airports pax +30.5% to 368k; Tbilisi pax +30.7% to 296k; Kutaisi pax +11.6% to 40,413; Batumi pax +63.3% to 31,501.
YTD (Apr): All airports pax +33.8% to 1.21m; Tbilisi pax +35.1% to 1.02m; Kutaisi pax +13.8% to 118k; Batumi pax +58.8% to 68,263.

Germany

April: All airports (ADV) pax +0.3% to 19.87m; Düsseldorf pax -12.0% to 1.87m; Cologne Bonn pax +6.0% to 1.07m; Stuttgart pax +6.2% to 939k; Breman pax
+4.1% to 224k; Weeze pax +3.1% to 198k; Frankfurt HHN pax -17.5% to 196k; Dortmund pax +13.4% to 192k; Leipzig/Halle pax +0.7% to 174k; Dresden pax -2.6%
to 135k; Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden pax -5.1% to 104k; Münster/Osnabrück pax -6.2% to 65,950; Paderborn/Lippstadt pax -11.9% to 50,121; Friedrichshafen pax
-11.2% to 43,574.
May: Memmingen pax +32.9% to 133k; Rostock pax +102.5% to 27,093 (runway was closed for some days in May 2017).
YTD (Apr): All airports (ADV) pax +2.2% to 68.31m; Düsseldorf pax -9.2% to 6.47m; Cologne Bonn pax +4.7% to 3.50m; Stuttgart pax +9.3% to 3.09m; Breman pax
+7.9% to 716k; Dortmund pax +14.6% to 657k; Frankfurt HHN pax -8.8% to 655k; Leipzig/Halle pax +1.1% to 568k; Weeze pax +8.9% to 492k; Dresden pax -3.9%
to 471k; Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden pax +11.3% to 312k; Münster/Osnabrück pax +10.3% to 204k; Friedrichshafen pax +1.5% to 139k; Paderborn/Lippstadt pax
+1.7% to 137k.
YTD (May): Memmingen pax +31.1% to 550k; Rostock pax +46.7% to 83,466.

Hungary

May: Budapest pax +13.4% to 1.29m. YTD: pax +15.4% to 5.51m.

Ireland

May: Dublin pax +10.2% to 2.87m; Cork pax +6.4% to 220k.
YTD (May): Dublin pax +5.9% to 11.56m; Cork pax +3.4% to 836k.

Italy

Apr: All airports (Assaeroporti) pax +5.8% to 15.35m; Rome FCO pax +5.9% to 3.67m; Milan MXP pax +9.0% to 2.05m; Milan BGY pax +9.3% to 1.11m; Venice VCE
pax +7.6% to 914k; Naples pax +25.8% to 851k; Catania pax +8.3% to 833k; Milan LIN pax -3.1% to 740k; Bologna pax +1.7% to 714k; Palermo pax +15.2% to
549k; Rome CIA pax -1.2% to 492k; Pisa pax +3.4% to 483k; Bari pax +9.3% to 412k; Turin pax -1.1% to 346k; Cagliari pax +0.8% to 315k; Venice TSF pax +3.7% to
290k; Verona pax +9.8% to 245k; Florence pax -0.3% to 238k; Lamezia Terme pax +9.3% to 209k; Brindisi pax +7.6% to 190k; Olbia pax +4.2% to 152k; Genoa pax
+15.8% to 119k; Alghero pax -1.1% to 105k.
YTD (Apr): All airports (Assaeroporti) pax +6.4% to 50.92m; Rome FCO pax +3.5% to 12.10m; Milan MXP pax +11.7% to 7.06m; Milan BGY pax +7.1% to 3.87m;
Milan LIN pax -3.1% to 2.85m; Venice VCE pax +7.1% to 2.82m; Naples pax +38.7% to 2.57m; Catania pax +9.6% to 2.57m; Bologna pax +7.3% to 2.51m; Rome CIA
pax -2.0% to 1.87m; Palermo pax +18.7% to 1.70m; Pisa pax +0.9% to 1.36m; Turin pax -2.2% to 1.36m; Bari pax +1.8% to 1.29m; Venice TSF pax +17.9% to
1.04m; Cagliari pax +7.4% to 1.01m; Verona pax +10.0% to 820k; Florence pax +4.4% to 757k; Lamezia Terme pax +2.5% to 669k; Brindisi pax +12.5% to 666k;
Genoa pax +8.7% to 352k; Olbia pax +13.9% to 329k; Alghero pax -4.6% to 269k.

Netherlands

May: Groningen pax +5.5% to 28,252. YTD: pax +5.4% to 81,790.

Slovakia

Apr: Kosice pax +14.7% to 35,181. YTD: pax +17.8% to 127k.

Switzerland

Apr: Basel pax +6.7% to 737k. YTD: pax +7.3% to 2.31m.

Ukraine

Apr: Dnepropetrovsk pax -9.8% to 22,970. YTD: pax -0.4% to 78,055.
May: Kharkiv pax +5.3% to 88,920. YTD: pax +15.8% to 326k.

NOTE

Because Easter fell in late March and the very beginning of April in 2018, compared with late April in 2017, this has distorted some airport passenger figures for
April more than others.
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Bologna and Krakow will be served 4-weekly, with
Copenhagen and Paris BVA getting 3-weekly service. There
will also be 2-weekly service to Amman, Faro, Larnaka,
Marrakech and Seville with four destinations in the Canary
Islands also getting either weekly or 2-weekly service.
Competition on these routes will come from a range of
carriers.
Ryanair provides fleet for Laudamotion’s Berlin TXL base
Ryanair already has a significant presence at Berlin SXF
where it is neck-and-neck with easyJet to be the busiest
airline, with both accounting for around 37% of scheduled
seat capacity.
Now the Irish carrier has provided some 737-800s to
enable Laudamotion to launch service on 18 routes across
five countries from Berlin TXL starting on 1 June. Eight of
the destinations are in Spain (of which four are in the
Canary Islands), four in Greece, three in Italy, two in
Croatia and one in Portugal. Of the 18 routes,
Laudamotion faces competition on all but four of them,
with Germania competing on 10 of them, easyJet and TUI
fly Deutschland on seven and Eurowings on five.
Flightrader24.com shows that Ryanair has been using at
least four 737-800s (EI-ENC, EI-EVE, EI-EXF and EI-GDH)
during the first week of operations with many flights
experiencing delays.

Vienna route

WF

Competition in S18

Berlin TXL route

WF

Competition in S18

Brindisi

1

-

Bari

1

easyJet (1)

Chania

2

Austrian Airlines (4)

Brindisi

1

-

Ibiza

3

Eurowings (3), Austrian Airlines (1)

Corfu

3

easyJet (2), TUIfly (2), Germania (1)

Kalamata

1

Austrian Airlines (1)

Faro

4

easyJet (3), Eurowings (2), Germania (2)

Malaga

2

Eurowings (3)

Fuerteventura

2

Germania (2), TUIfly (1)

Palma de Mallorca

16

Eurowings (16), Vueling (4)

Girona

4

-

Pafos

2

-

Gran Canaria

3

Germania (2), TUIfly (1)

Pisa

3

-

Heraklion

3

Eurowings (3), Germania (3), SundAir (3), Aegean (2),
Corendon Europe (2), Ellinair (2), TUIfly (2)

Santorini

2

Austrian Airlines (2), Eurowings (2)

Ibiza

4

-

Palma route

WF

Competition in S18

Kos

3

Germania (2), SundAir (1), TUIfly (1)

Berlin TXL

21

easyJet (35), Eurowings (19), Germania (7), Ryanair (6)

Lanzarote

2

Germania (1)

Cologne Bonn

21

Eurowings (49), Condor (16), Ryanair (13), TUIfly (6)

Malaga

4

-

Graz

2

Eurowings (3)

Milan MXP

6

easyJet (7)

Hamburg

7

Eurowings (34), Condor (14), Ryanair (14)

Palma de Mallorca

21

easyJet (35), Eurowings (19), Germania (7), Ryanair (6)

Hannover

9

Condor (21), Eurowings (21), TUIfly (12), Norwegian (2)

Pula

2

Eurowings (3), easyJet (1)

Innsbruck

2

Germania (1)

Rhodes

1

Germania (2), SundAir (2), easyJet (1), TUIfly (1)

Linz

3

Eurowings (2)

Rijeka

2

Eurowings (2)

Munich

21

Eurowings (27), Lufthansa (16), Condor (7), Norwegian
(5), TUIfly (5), Vueling (5)

Tenerife TFS

3

Germania (2), TUIfly (2)

Münster/Osnabrück

7

Eurowings (9), Germania (9), SundAir (1)

Paderborn/Lippstadt

7

Eurowings (10)

Salzburg

7

Eurowings (4)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Ryanair/Laudamotion website and FlightGlobal schedules data for competitor analysis in August 2018.
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